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The Americas chapter of the Thought Leadership Roundtable on Digital Strategies convened in 
June 2011 for a day-long discussion on talent and leadership in the workplace in the 21st century.  
As the Baby Boomer generation faces the inevitability of handing over the reins of corporate 
leadership, companies have to cope with multiple challenges as they identify, recruit, retain, and 
develop the next generation:  How to manage these tasks as the very definition of “work” 
evolves?  How to cope in an increasingly global marketplace for talent, where the majority of 
employees may no longer be nationals of the company’s home country?  How to hire and retain 
talent competitively and consistently when external factors from the economic and political 
environments seem both to change faster and more extremely?  Participants in the session, held 
at the world headquarters of Eastman Chemical Company in Kingsport, Tennessee, included 
CIOs and their business partners in human resources from Brown-Forman, Eaton Corporation, 
Eastman Chemical, Nike, Chevron, Aetna, and Tenaris, as well as academics from The Tuck 
School of Business at Dartmouth College and the Owen Graduate School of Management at 
Vanderbilt University. 
 
 
Key Insights Discussed in this Article: 
 
 The nature and definition of “work” is changing.  Global operations, aging workforces, 

and Millennial-generation attitudes are shifting work from a destination at a designated time 
to a state of activity limited only by connectivity ..........................................................1, 2, 6, 7 

 “Going global” is for real.  To succeed, companies need workforces and leadership that 
represent not only the countries where business is done, but also the cultures, languages, and 
perceptions that come from growing up and living in a country other than the headquarters ..... 
........................................................................................................................................1, 2, 3, 8 

 Flexible staffing models help in many ways.  Creative ways to staff can make a big 
difference in everything from reducing costs to obtaining local expertise to maintaining 
employee morale in down economies. ...............................................................................3, 8, 9 

 Planned talent development is critical to creating the new pool of leaders.  Although 
succession plans may often not be implemented, the process of identifying and explicitly 
managing the careers of high-potential employees may be more important than any specific 
outcome. .....................................................................................................................4, 7, 10, 11 

 There is no shortage of challenges in obtaining, training, and retaining talent. 
Geopolitical issues complicate the process, from educational shortcomings to unsympathetic 
immigration authorities to the likely consequences of healthcare reform .......2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12 

 Generation Y/The Millennials really are different.  From career expectations to their use 
of social media to job satisfaction, the new generation is significantly different from the 
old— regarding almost everything but money ..................................................................6, 7, 9 
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Introduction 
 
In the realm of building talent and developing leaders, it’s difficult to know which trend to pay 
attention to first:  Collaborative technologies, from telepresence to social media?  The 
burgeoning highly-educated workforces in China, India, and other emerging markets?  The 
changing expectations and definition of work that are being driven by the Millennial generation, 
which, by the way, is also more technologically-savvy and more internationalized than any 
previous generation in human history? The lack of highly-trained mid-career professionals in 
many US-based companies and industries, resulting from the last 20 years of boom/bust cycles? 
 
The answer, of course, for CIOs and HR leaders, is “all of them, at once.” The Roundtable 
gathered to discuss strategies and approaches for identifying, recruiting, managing, training, and 
retaining the next generation of executive talent, so that when the time comes, the current 
generation can hand over the keys, and then go gently out into the good night. 
 
Among the challenges, though, is that the next generation doesn’t really look or act very much 
like the current generation. They’re more connected; they’re more diverse, by any measure of 
geography, race, nationality, language, or gender.  They don’t necessarily live where their 
employers want them to live, and they’re not very interested in moving there.  They want 
different rewards from a career then their parents did.  When many of the rules of engagement 
with employees and potential employees have changed, how do existing leaders make sure that 
their companies will ultimately be handed over and trusted to the right, well-trained hands?  And, 
since the next generation actually does know a thing or two, particularly about technology, is 
there any chance the old dogs can be taught a few new tricks before retirement? 
 
Session Moderator Gary Beach, Publisher Emeritus of CIO Magazine, framed the day’s topics 
by reporting a question from his son: 
 

“Dad, what was work like when I was born in 1985?” 
 
At that time I worked for a publishing company, and I described it to him.  He could not 
believe how long it took me to do things then, versus how they are done today.  It got me 
thinking:  Work used to be a destination.  You went to ‘work.’  No longer—we have our 
own little work bubbles around us, all day long.  Our company structures were 
multinational—very paternalistic, with a headquarters and spokes out from that hub.  No 
longer—our structures are becoming truly global.  What all this means is that how we 
attract, acquire, and retain talent is dramatically different from how it was last year, and 
how it will be next year. 
 

 
Going Global 
 
Beach launched the discussion by asking Randy Krotowski, CIO of Chevron Global Upstream, 
“How would a company define itself as ‘global?’ What does ‘global’ mean?” 
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“To be a truly global company,” Krotowski replied, “Your leadership should represent the 
makeup of your business; your workforce should represent the makeup of your business.  We 
used to consider ourselves a multinational; now we are a US-centric global company.  We get 
more revenue internationally than we do from the US, but we’re still addressing global 
representation on the senior leadership team.” 
 
Bill Blausey offered a different perspective from his perspective as Senior VP and CIO of Eaton 
Corporation:  “How do you know you’re a global company?  When you truly have regional 
decisions being made in the regional leadership. That wasn’t our culture three or four years ago.  
It has clearly changed, but it equally clearly takes time—it’s not something that’s going to 
happen overnight.” 
 
Edna Kinner, VP of Human Resources at Eastman Chemical, suggested yet a third definition:  
“You have to have global roles that aren’t at corporate headquarters. To be truly global, you have 
to have a cultural mindset that says, ‘Work is what I do, not where I go.’” 
 
Most large companies today are either multinational or home-country-centric, and to achieve any 
of these definitions of “global” is a major task.  Eaton’s Blausey identified one of today’s 
common challenges in building a global organization:  “In the next five years in Asia/Pacific 
we’re supposed to hire 15,000 people.  First of all, how do you get a process in place to handle 
that many people?  And then, how do you instill the company’s culture in so many new people 
and manage that globally, even though you want regional control, regional ownership, and 
regional delivery of results?” 
 
Lee Ashton, VP and Director of International Human Resources and Global Talent Acquisition 
for Brown-Forman, observed that “it varies country by country.  In places like Brazil and China, 
it’s the ‘wild, wild west’ in terms of getting people.  They have a lot of choices, and it takes a lot 
more resources and effort to get them.  In the US we have an easier time because there are more 
people who are worried about their futures.”  Ashton identified another obstacle as he continued:  
“Cultural sustainability is a big deal for us, and it relates to language.  We’re having great 
challenges in communicating with our employees in other countries, first to get them, and then to 
keep them engaged.  Getting people to come to the US from other countries is not the easiest 
thing, nor to get people from the US to move out to other regions.  That’s even worse because 
they speak basically one language, not like everybody else, who speak at least a couple.” 
 
Bruce Shaffer, US Human Resources Director for Tenaris, indicated that companies based 
outside the US face a similar problem:  “We have large talent pools in Argentina, Mexico, and 
Italy because of our history.  Since Tenaris was well-planted in those locales, we were not 
accustomed to having to market our employment brand to attract and retain talent in the US.  We 
have also needed to establish our employment brand in other countries in Asia and Africa, for 
instance where we were not as well known.  Through our branding and relationship building 
efforts at regional and local universities, for instance, we have been quite successful. We also 
implemented a global internal job posting system a few years ago which is helping us to 
communicate career opportunities and develop our employees. We are also defining and will be 
communicating IT career paths globally so that our IT professionals know what it will take and 
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what options they have for growth and development. We manage our talent globally at the 
managerial level and specialized skills and more regionally otherwise.” 
 
Chevron’s Krotowski pointed out yet another issue with building leadership ranks internationally:  
“The challenge in bringing foreign nationals to most senior leadership positions is, that in many 
places that we operate, the educational system doesn’t support a lot of graduates with high levels 
of skills.  Trying to get senior leadership roles filled and represented by global talent is a huge, 
huge gap for us, that’s going to take decades to accomplish. But we’re definitely driving towards 
more of a global leadership than multi-local.” 
 
If these are some of the problems associated with long-term acquisition and development of 
global leaders, then what are some of the short-term solutions?  Krotowski’s colleague Jane 
MacKenzie, General Manager of Global Workforce Development, described one of Chevron’s 
major solutions to the skilled workforce problem:  Ex-pats.  “90% of our workforce is going to 
live and work in the same country where they got hired. The ex-pat community is largely our 
technical project experts.  Most of them are from the US, the UK, and Canada, and they’re all 
deployed globally, and can go anywhere.”  With respect to the long-term objective of a global 
workforce, she continued, “The rest of the ex-pats are from other countries, and 90% of them are 
working in the US. We want them to be globally mobile, but they’re not yet—they’re coming to 
the US for development.  It’s a really interesting dynamic to figure out how to continue to have a 
global workforce, which is how we share best practices, while continuing to deploy expertise to 
execute and operate projects safely.” 
 
Jennifer Moemeka, Lead Human Resources Partner for Aetna, pointed out how ex-pats can solve 
both the local expertise problem and the cultural sustainability problem:  “Culture gets set by the 
tone of the leadership.  If you’ve got ex-pats coming in and that’s largely your leadership, you’re 
doing a cultural transplant.  The other thing we do is a required new employee onboarding 
program, and the bulk of that program really gets to culture.  So we’re hitting both ends of the 
spectrum in those countries where we have a high ex-pat population.” 
 
Brown-Forman is one of the largest American-owned companies in the wine and spirit business, 
and owns brands such as Finlandia, Korbel, and Jack Daniels.  Lee Ashton from Brown-Forman 
suggested that its industry drives differences in its approach to staffing:  “Most of our global 
leadership teams are culturally local as a function of our business, so our use of ex-pats has not 
been so much at the leadership level.  We get the cultural sustainability by having those folks 
spend a fair amount of time in Louisville, and we have a global orientation process there.”  He 
laughed: “They go to Jack Daniels in Lynchburg, and they get a lot of cultural stimulation that 
way.”  Regarding ex-pats, “We use our talent review process to identify people whom we need to 
grow. Frequently, they’ll be put into an ex-pat role that develops them, either from a technical or 
international standpoint.” 
 
Regarding the deployment and development of ex-pats, Constantine Alexandrakis, Managing 
Director of Russell Reynolds Associates, asked if the members of the group were specifically 
incenting ex-pats to develop their local successors.  “We had a client with an ex-pat handling 
marketing IT out of Shanghai.  They said, ‘The ex-pat’s ready to come home.  We want to hire a 
local to handle that function for us globally.’  We said, ‘We know the broader China market, and 
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you’re not going to find the right person by doing it that way.  This person should have been 
grooming his successor.’  If you can crack that nut, it will have a huge impact.” 
 
In reply, Edna Kinner gave Eastman’s experience:  “That’s been our intent, and we have built it 
into our annual incentive plans for ex-pats.  But we’ve found it’s harder to do than it sounds, 
because the pressure is, ‘Show me the numbers today, and we’ll get to succession planning and 
development later.’” 
 
Chevron’s Krotowski agreed:  “We do that pretty intensely.  Wherever an ex-pat leader goes, 
they have three primary roles.  One, we need a leader to fill that slot.  Two, workforce and 
succession plan development. And three, ‘You’re going out to fill a critical slot, and you’re 
going to do workforce development.  And then you’re bringing that experience back to the center, 
because otherwise the center will become detached very quickly from what we do.’” 
 
 
Challenges to Growth 
 
Kimbrough Elstad, Human Resources Business Partner for Global Operations from Nike, picked 
up on the theme of organizational development and highlighted one of the critical success factors 
in developing new employees into future leaders:  “Finding the talent early enough in their 
careers to make sure there’s time to give them a journey in and out of IT so that they have a 
much more holistic understanding of the business.” 
 
Elstad’s colleague at Nike, Roland Paanakker, CIO and VP of Lean Business Solutions, 
emphasized how early in people’s careers this pattern has to start: “When you start looking to 
groom talent at higher levels, they have somewhat settled down already. It makes it harder to 
move them.  How do you bring this talent management activity to the lower levels where the 
higher volumes of people sit, so you can move them around, and still run a robust process?” 
 
Elstad followed up with the observation that career moves are not only to develop the person 
being moved:  “If you’re in a role longer than two to three years, there’s a conversation about, 
‘Hey, we need to move you. We need to give you a different experience, because you can’t be a 
blocker to other people to get this experience.’”  Keith Sturgill, CIO of Eastman Chemical, 
emphasized the importance of this point in the context of Ashton’s earlier comment on regional 
differences:  “Our cultures in different regions may be in conflict.  As a company we try to 
flatten organizations, but our VP in Asia/Pacific said, ‘We need to do exactly the opposite.  I 
need to have more levels within the company, because as I bring in new talent, I don’t have 
places to move them fast enough.’” 
 
Bringing in talent fast enough was identified as a major problem for a number of reasons. Kinner 
from Eastman described one reason this task has become so much more complicated in recent 
years:  “We had the 2009 recession and its labor cost management, reductions-in-force and 
voluntary retirement programs, and then within months we had to shift to new requisitions and 
hiring.  It’s like whiplash for our leaders to make that shift—not just from an HR standpoint, but 
from an enterprise standpoint.” 
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This comment initiated a discussion of a number of other challenges associated with finding and 
developing executive talent in the current environment.  Chevron’s MacKenzie pointed out a 
scary statistic, echoed by several others in the group:  “50 percent of our workforce will be 
retirement-eligible within the next seven years.”  Tim Gardner, Associate Professor of 
Management at the Owen Graduate School of Management at Vanderbilt, challenged this 
thinking:  “I’m a little skeptical when everyone nods their heads saying we’re going to have all 
these Baby Boomers retiring, when there’s lots of discussion about folks not being able to retire 
at all.” 
 
Kinner pushed back on Gardner’s thesis, pointing out that:  “Healthcare reform will trigger an 
avalanche of people running out the door because they don’t need our retiree program as much as 
they used to.  Right now, people are staying longer for the healthcare as much as for the income.” 
 
The potential flight to retirement isn’t the only problem caused by healthcare policy.  Jennifer 
Moemeka identified a major roadblock to developing new leaders unintentionally created by 
Aetna when the company decreased retirement benefits:  “We haven't offered retiree medical 
benefits for about eight years now, leaving folks without that safety net for earlier 
retirement.  This has been retentive, yet coupled with downsizing and little hiring, has also left us 
without a longer term pipeline. We are focusing now on talent management practices that create 
those opportunities to get that leadership development and pipeline flowing.” 
 
Expanding Moemeka’s comment to a broader perspective, moderator Beach asked whether the 
global pipeline for leadership talent was full enough to meet demand, particularly in the category 
known as “STEM:”  Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics.  Eaton’s Blausey 
described the outlook as “a double whammy: You have increased retirements and decreased 
enrollments in many of these disciplines.  We live in this odd situation where enrollment rates 
are down at the time of demand.  Look at any of the projections:  Demand goes up ridiculously in 
all of the science and technology roles.” 
 
Sturgill from Eastman Chemical agreed:  “This could be one of the significant barriers to global 
growth.  I don't know how you replace that level of talent quickly.  If you look at an engineer 
who’s been successful for 30 years, you can’t bring in a new graduate and expect them to do the 
same thing within two years.” 
 
Ashton of Brown-Forman added yet another obstacle to the mix:  “We would love to have more 
talent global in the US, but immigration issues just kill us. In essence you have to prove that no 
one in the US can do the job, which is almost impossible to do.  And ‘becoming more global and 
culturally diverse’ doesn’t cut it with the Immigration folks.” 
 
Eastman’s Murray Deal, VP Corporate Marketing – Sales and Pricing, summed up the core 
problem:  “The talent pipeline is empty, but the company is trying to grow.  So you’re trying to 
bring people in quickly, and you’re trying to fill roles internally, and the same names come up on 
every list.  You have to be really focused to get the right talent, and it’s not easy.” 
 
TJ Graven, CIO of Brown-Forman, made a final and contrarian point on this topic: “There’s a 
flip side to this. I don’t mean to be flippant, but in a lot of areas we want to lose institutional 
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knowledge, and that’s a struggle.  Other than how to make whiskey, we really need to shake 
some of our foundational beliefs if we’re going to transform.” 
 
The War for Talent 
 
Eric Johnson, Director of the Center for Digital Strategies at the Tuck School of Business of 
Dartmouth College, gave an example of just how “not-easy” recruiting and retaining is in today’s 
market:   
 

I was in the Bay Area at the usual suspects, and they’re spending a lot of time talking 
about “the war on talent.”  A student who’s getting a PhD in computer science got an 
offer from Google last fall, and they gave her a year to finish her thesis.  Then in January, 
the offer was four or five months old—they gave her a nice big raise and she had not 
even shown up yet!  Google went through their employees and did a jump of ~ 20 percent 
to protect against others who were heavily poaching their talent.   
 

Johnson went on to describe how companies are changing their recruiting techniques in colleges 
and graduate schools to attract top talent, both in the US and abroad. 
 

Cisco, for example, has been pretty heavily investing in a few key universities in China to 
preemptively build brand awareness on campus.  They’re hiring some, but it is much 
more.  They’re sponsoring conferences; they’re doing things on campus to build up the 
Cisco brand image because they believe they’re going to need to be hiring a lot.   
 
In the US, there’s a wide dispersion in approach developing between the hunters and the 
gatherers.  Gatherers come in and post interview slots and pick the best ones out of 
whoever comes through the swing door—which isn’t always the A-team. The other group 
is really hunting.  They put immense amounts of energy into recruiting.  They identify 
whom they want to interview long before the other companies even show up to start.  
They don’t wait for people to put their resumes in; they work with interns and alumni and 
have executives come to speak and meet with the tech club and begin to build 
relationships with a targeted dozen people in their sights.  The best students get picked up 
pretty quickly. 
 

Bruce Shaffer contrasted Tenaris’ approach with other on-campus ‘hunters:’  “We’ve added the 
opportunity to go abroad after six months or so, after we’ve made sure that they’re good-to-go.  
That’s been a real differentiator for us on campuses.  We have good people who know how to 
train them and develop them.  They spend six months at our large industrial facility in Vera Cruz, 
Mexico and then come back much better prepared.” 
 
Moderator Beach asked what else matters to the Millennials/Generation-Y students currently 
being recruited on-campus. 
 
“Work/life balance and career development,” answered Chevron’s MacKenzie.  “The ability to 
select assignments,” added Alexandrakis from Russell Reynolds.  Nike’s Paanakker summed up 
the different aspects:   
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It’s about me, what I want to do, what’s important to me about responsibility, about 
work/life balance.  It’s about you, what you stand for as a company. And it’s about us, 
what you have me do.  In the past, it was less about me and less about you.  It was about 
the job I’m doing.  Now, all three need to be there:  me and you, what you stand for as a 
company, and what I can do that I think is important within those parameters. 

 
Russ Grant, Manager of Employee Relations & Organizational Development for Eaton North 
America, agreed, but added:  “What isn’t different is the importance of the starting salary in the 
moment of the negotiation.  You want to make sure that these guys are compensated 
appropriately and they’re satisfied and happy with that so you and they can forget about it.  You 
don’t want them to feel they’ve fallen behind the curve.  It’s very important to get past that initial 
discussion, ‘This is what you’re going to pay me?  Cool, I know I’m getting paid fairly.  Now 
can I have Fridays off?’” 
 
 
Growing Up Millennial 
 
Beach asked the group about career expectations of the Millennials, citing a recent survey from 
international staffing services firm Robert Half:  “The average expectation, at least for 
Millennials, is a little over two years in a job, and they want to move on.”  Ashton of Brown 
Forman agreed:  “The expectation of the younger generation is to be the CIO in 3 to 5 years.  
One of our challenges is just defining the career path in a clear and concise way, which also 
manages those expectations appropriately. And then, of course, we have to follow through.” 
 
Eastman’s Sturgill suggested that the differences are perhaps not as large as we frequently think 
they are:  “If I think back 25 years, did I want to gain responsibility fast?  Yes, I did.  The biggest 
difference that we see in Gen-Y is a stronger desire to be part of something bigger than 
themselves.  When I was coming in, it was about a rewarding career, a solid company, 
advancement.  They’re layering on top of that, ‘I want to be part a company that’s committed to 
making the world better.’  We see that with almost every new recruit.” 
 
Beach followed up on Ashton’s comment on career expectations:  “We’ve been talking here 
about succession planning in terms of management being responsible.  Who is responsible?  
What responsibility does an employee have for managing his own career?” 
 
Moemeka from Aetna responded, “Employees need to be active in it.  We may view someone as 
having potential.  But if they don’t have the aspiration and commitment to what it’s going to take, 
then they’re really not high-potential.  So it has to be mutual, it has to be on both ends.  The 
employee has to be driving it, has to be vocal about what they want, understand what they want, 
and be committed to it.  But the company has to create the opportunities and help move them 
along the path.” 
 
Shaffer from Tenaris asked if Millennials’ desire for work/life balance works against them:  “To 
the extent the younger ones put more value on work/life balance, does that get translated into 
‘less commitment,’ which then gets translated into ‘you’re not on the list, because you’re not as 
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committed as I was in my generation, because you’re focused on work/life balance rather than 
being available 24/7?’” 
 
Eaton’s Grant acknowledged the issue, but also pointed out a complication:  Whatever 
companies think about this generation’s commitment, companies still need those people.  “If we 
understand that’s how they are, how they present themselves, then maybe we won’t take them 
off the list because they’re looking for work/life balance.  We adjust our expectation around this, 
because we are still courting them. We’re being very deliberate about being able to retain them.  
We’re trying to see how high they can track into the organization.” 
 
Graven of Brown-Forman suggested that at least some of the perception of Gen-Ys not working 
as hard isn’t accurate:  “We’ve seen a couple of situations where Gen-Y employees aren’t at their 
desks, and it does create a micro issue. The fact is, these folks are in high demand within the 
organization.  They’re pulled out of their offices, and they’re in different places than some of our 
more traditional technology folks.  So there’s a change you have to make in management.” 
 
Grant of Eaton continued on the same theme:  “That’s a good point, because what’s happening is 
the people who have been in their careers 10-15-20-30 years, who understand a way how things 
used to be done, are now mixing with this other stuff.  And any time two things come together, 
you have to manage the boundary.  And that’s where we are.  We’re managing this boundary of 
our perceptions and understanding of how things used to be, and translating that against how the 
new generation operates and how the new generation works.  This coming together of how things 
used to be and how things are evolving is a challenging space.  It’s an important space.  We have 
to manage it as effectively as we can.” 
 
 
Flexibility Rules 
 
The conversation turned to ways to obtain and retain staff other than on-campus recruiting.  
Offshoring and outsourcing remain significant parts of the solution to maintaining low-cost 
and/or flexible staff.  Krotowski of Chevron represented much of the group:  “Outsourcing is one 
place we look at long-term strategic staffing.  Our view is, anything that can be done 
inexpensively in another country, should be done inexpensively in another country.  Right now 
about 15 percent of our IT workforce is outsourced.  Another 10 percent are Chevron employees 
offshore in shared service centers.  We’ll increasingly move transactional and operational work 
in that direction.” 
 
Sturgill of Eastman Chemical added one somewhat unusual twist—continuing to outsource, but 
“moving from what used to be a low-cost country back to local providers that are within a very 
close radius of here—it’s called ‘rural sourcing,’ and we have actually been able to do that at 
lower cost.  From a regional political perspective we get points for that.  And I continue to see 10 
to 15 percent of our resources coming from this flexible model, being able to move up and down 
as business conditions dictate.  That can really help you through lean times from an employee 
morale perspective.” 
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Hans Brechbühl, Executive Director of the Center for Digital Strategies at Tuck asked if any of 
the participants partnered with other companies to augment their human talent network.  Ashton 
of Brown-Forman gave a somewhat unusual answer, again driven by the unique characteristics 
of the spirits industry:  “We are not allowed to sell directly to end users.  We have to go through 
distributors because of prohibition laws.  So there are distributors in the US that are in some 
cases bigger than we are.  We know that if our distributors have better talent, they’ll do a better 
job of selling, which means we’ll sell more.  So we don’t want them dropping the ball on our 
behalf.  They had difficulty with diversity recruitment.  We were good at it. So we actually hire 
their diverse MBAs for them, and we split the cost of their recruitment.  The new hires work for 
the distributor for two to three years, and at some point when they have a promotion opportunity, 
they have a choice to stay with the distributor, or they can flip over into Brown-Forman.” 
 
Alexandrakis of Russell Reynolds described something similar in the technology industry:  
“We’ve stumbled into this business aspect of partnering lately, and what I’m talking about is 
Nokia partnering with Microsoft or Yahoo partnering with Bing.  As those sorts of relationships 
broaden and companies are sharing end products and services, it has huge implications for the 
skills of the leaders of those companies because there’s a lot more collaboration, cross-feeding of 
ideas and information.” 
 
While flexibility in staffing models is as important as it has been for a decade or more, flexibility 
in work models is gaining in importance as well.  Various members of the group gave examples 
of flex schedules from their companies: 
 

Jennifer Moemeka, Aetna: “In the beginning, we allowed work-at-home only for our 
highest performers.  Folks loved it.  As we got better at it, other people moved back home, 
and now anyone that’s in our standard range of performance can go.  We see increased 
productivity, and now as we’re building up internationally, it’s translated:  We already 
have a workforce that is able to work collaboratively in a virtual environment.” 
 
Roland Paanakker, Nike:  “We instituted summer hours on Friday afternoon because, 
especially in the summertime, people are taking more liberty with that time, anyway.  So 
then you have this really fragmented part—Who’s there Friday?  Who’s not there?  Now 
we say, “Just take off Friday afternoon.”  And most people do.” 
 
Jane MacKenzie, Chevron: “Our 9/80 schedule is a huge attraction factor. We have tons 
of people who say ‘I came to work for you instead of a competitor because of that 
flexibility.’  A couple of our executives thought it would reduce productivity,” she said.   
“But realistically, people work more,” concluded her colleague Krotowski. 

 
While flexibility is a developing work style, business still has to be done.  Keith Sturgill from 
Eastman talked about the balance between the two:  “Flexibility is key.  But there are going to be 
defining moments in a career.  I try to notice what happens then.  If we’ve got an ox in a ditch 
and our person decides that they’re going to the soccer field, I notice that.  I look to understand 
how people respond to those defining moments.” 
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The Impact of Social Media 
 
Perhaps the highest-profile difference between the new generation of workers and their older 
counterparts is their comfort with technology, and particularly social media.  Murray Deal of 
Eastman captured the essence of the gap:  “We talk about older people in the workforce, and then 
we have Millennials coming in and communicating by Facebook and Twitter and all this.  The 
others don’t really like to even use a computer unless they have to at work.”  Shaffer from 
Tenaris described the impact of this behavior on employers: “They have the ability to network, 
unlike us.  The information they have, the information they exchange, the intel they have—when 
you do something over here for one person, then people somewhere else expect it to happen for 
them.  And word travels overnight.” 
 
Sturgill from Eastman painted in the details:  “To that point, a company’s reputation can be 
impacted from a recruiting standpoint very, very quickly.  If someone has a bad experience in an 
interview or an offer, you know what?  Every one of their friends knows about it pretty quickly.” 
 
Social media isn’t just for employees—it has changed behavior for employers, as well.  Grant 
from Eaton described how one social media vendor has changed the rules of talent acquisition:  
“LinkedIn creates a win/win for the employment prospect and for the recruiter because it 
removes the taboo.  I no longer have to worry about connecting with a headhunter.  I just have to 
have to have my profile out there and then people reach me.  As a recruiter, I can get exposure to 
the talent base, still passively, but I now know more about that individual.  I don’t have to go 
through the games of calling the receptionist and try to figure out where to find this person in 
that organization.  It’s huge and it’s part of our talent acquisition strategy.  We have metrics 
around how we are leveraging and mining LinkedIn.”  
 
Johnson from Tuck observed what an enormous cultural changes this use of social media 
represents:  “LinkedIn has completely changed the game, in the sense that what would have been 
viewed as disloyal suddenly becomes mainstream.  The fact that I’m on LinkedIn, basically up 
for sale all the time to the highest bidder is passively approved everywhere.  It’s because your 
boss is up on LinkedIn, too, and their boss’ boss is, too.  That’s really a fundamental shift from 
ten years ago.” 
 
Beyond job-hunting and recruiting, social media has applications in business, most of which are 
completely new to most senior managers and executives.  Graven described how Brown-Forman 
is trying to introduce these applications to the older generation:  “We used Chatter to do things 
like sharing a promotion that worked in one part of the world with a group in another part of the 
world.  We see a lot of power in that, but we also have found that there’s an on-or-off switch in 
terms of folks’ proclivity to use social media and to share.  The “offs” are often the most senior 
leadership, and so we implemented a reverse mentoring program.  We’ve taken our entire C suite, 
and paired them with one of our next-generation technology Millennial types.  We wanted there 
to be an organic relationship.  It’s worked out really, really well—there’s a lot more going on 
than we anticipated.” 
  
Brechbuhl from Tuck described another management experiment made as Millennials rise 
through the ranks: 
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BT set up a shadow management of people under a certain age.  They shadowed not in 
walking around, but they had a similar position in the sense that they would meet when 
the real management met, and they would then provide feedback to the person they were 
shadowing.  It was a very interesting structure that allowed for the Millennial voice.  It 
allowed for some reverse mentoring. And it really gave the senior leaders a counterpoint 
to what they had discussed in their own forum and a bit of balance in perspective. 

 
 
Succession or Replacement? 
 
Succession planning is important in any organization, but some companies face unique 
challenges.  Jane MacKenzie described Chevron’s somewhat unique situation:  “It takes seven to 
ten years for a petroleum engineer to become fully competent.  Our whole comp model is based 
on employment tenures of 30 years or so.  Our company runs on 40-to-50 year business cycles, 
where we invest tens of billions in projects now that will be online for decades.  So we do 
succession scenarios for our executive levels that are built out over seven to ten years, with how 
we’re going to play chess with management and leadership moves over the next three positions 
for individuals, so they’ve got the right experience to move into our executive positions.” 
 
Aetna is in a very different industry from Chevron, with shorter planning cycles, but they’ve 
taken a similar approach, according to Jennifer Moemeka:  “We have a focused effort to push 
succession planning down below the executive ranks for a few years now.  About 5 years ago, 
brought in a system that tracks our talent all the way down and across the organization.  Every 
manager has a succession plan; every employee is rated and in the system.  We have 100% 
participation, yet still working to translate that into more predictable outcomes..” 
 
Gardner of the Owen School seized on Moemeka’s comment to propose a contrarian view of 
succession planning and workforce planning:  “There’s too much uncertainty to do it well and to 
use it effectively.  Certainly, you want to create a pool of people who have a broad set of 
experiences.  But to create charts and graphs of who’s going to go here, who’s going to be 
there—it’s too uncertain.  To bring a high-level executive home and find a role that’s appropriate 
for them at the time they want to come home is rarely a match, so you have to throw them into a 
holding pattern.” 
 
Ashton from Brown-Forman gave a “yes-and-no” response to Gardner’s assertion:  “There’s 
micro and there’s macro.  Micro succession planning, where you go crazy with detail, gets to be 
shoddy and probably outdated as soon as you do it.  Then there’s a macro version, which ties 
closely to talent development and talent review.  For example, from a diversity standpoint, ‘If 
this person left at a senior level, do we have anybody in a diversity category within striking range 
of that job?’  And if not, the next time we go outside for a role that’s a feeder to that job, I need 
to really, really think hard about how much diversity effort I should put into it.  Also, if our CEO 
gets hit by a bus, we want to know, what’s our bench look like?  Do we have two people inside 
who can take over, or 5, or none?” 
 
Moemeka suggested the value may be more in the process than in the plans:  “If you look at our 
data around which succession plans are executed exactly the way they’re laid out, we don’t look 
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like we’re doing so well.  But what we’re getting is the ongoing conversation around who is the 
talent in our organization, and what are we doing to develop them, whether or not we actually 
end up executing that exact plan.” 
 
Nike’s Paanakker agreed:  “The value is in creating the plan, not having the plan.  We need to 
think through how far people are, what they need to learn next.  You never execute the plan.  
Something has changed and John’s not going where we thought and neither is Mary.  But, we 
have developed John.  We have developed Mary.” 
 
Chevron’s MacKenzie suggested a way to reconcile the two points of view regarding the value 
of succession planning: 
 

It makes no sense to do succession planning lower down in the organization.  I use the 
distinction, ‘Are you doing succession planning or are you doing replacement planning?’  
Replacement planning is important for every single critical role.  ‘Do you have someone 
identified who could step in immediately if that becomes vacant?  And if not, what are 
you going do to take care of it?’  That’s the conversation that is more appropriate for 
positions in organizations that are changing so rapidly that you really can’t predict the 
future. 
 
We’ve had to build our own internal in-house system for succession management because 
we do succession scenarios for our executive levels built out over seven to ten years, how 
we’re going to play chess with management moves and leadership moves out over the 
next three positions for individuals to make sure that they have the right experience to 
move into our executive positions. 

 
 
What’s Next? 
 
Moderator Beach asked the group what was different about leading today versus five years ago. 
 
“Pace.”  “Complexity.”  “Constant connectedness.”  “Focus on results versus effort.”  “If the 
recession taught us anything, it’s that the companies that weren’t diverse enough struggled the 
most,” according to Russ Grant from Eaton. 
 
Alexandrakis from Russell Reynolds gave viewpoint based on client engagements across many 
companies, industries, and geographies: 
 

In general, it’s much more about being able to be strategic one moment and then to really 
roll up the sleeves the next moment, with deep subject matter expertise.  Five years ago 
we had clients asking for a “business partner” CIO.  ‘We’re tired of this data center guy, 
and we need somebody who can be a real business partner and speak business-speak.’  
That’s old news.  Now it’s more about the un-IT’ing of IT:  people who think in terms of 
real revenue and market opportunities, and then back into the technology perspective, and 
embed IT into the whole business.  It’s a level beyond the ‘business partner.’ 
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In closing the discussion, the Roundtable reviewed some of the key lessons learned during the 
day about developing the next generation of corporate leaders.  Russ Grant described some of the 
dimensions of Eaton’s corporate leadership model, and then asked a rhetorical question about 
how they apply:  “So can these things be taught?  Sure, they can.  And if we have somebody 
who’s in a senior leader role who hasn’t begun to demonstrate these things sufficiently, we talk a 
lot about the different reasons why they are not going to go further, or may not last much longer 
in that role.  We hire based on these.  We set expectations based on these.  We assess 
performance management based on these.  We design our organizational capability based on 
these.” 
 
A frequently-cited comment was the dilemma posed by Keith Sturgill of Eastman Chemical, 
illustrating just how difficult it is to groom the next generation: 
 

When we identify a high-potential early, one of the things we try to do is give them 
opportunities to fail without derailing, and that can be real challenge in our culture.  We 
have to give them the opportunity to fail, but not so that it puts them on a track where 
they’re never given the opportunities again.  There’s real art to that.  
 

Paanakker from Nike put Sturgill’s ‘fail without derailing’ phrase into a practical context:  “In 
the leadership area three key things come to mind.  One is around enrollment:  You need to 
spend more time in the collaborative environment, to make sure people understand why they 
need to sign up for it rather than being told what to do.  Secondly you have to give your people 
guardrails; otherwise, it just goes all over the place.  And the last piece is, you get out of the way.” 

 
Randy Krotowski of Chevron summarized the objectives of formal and informal talent managers 
in almost every company:   
 

Our companies are similar.  There are a whole bunch of external things going on.  
Everybody’s business is getting faster and more complex.  The political environment’s 
far more complex.  The things that we’re doing are ten times the size that they used to be.  
And so that geopolitical complexity is driving us all to look at how we develop more in 
our leaders.   
 
A clear skill for the future is the willingness to take the risks that the business needs you 
to take.  We already have an outstanding cadre of operational leaders that run things 
extremely well, but… they run things extremely well.  They don’t necessarily decide it’s 
time for a great big step forward.  New leaders need to move from strategic to operational, 
but they should also have a point of view of the future, and then be able to figure out how 
we’re going to get there.  We’re all doing a number of things, whether it’s succession 
planning or developmental assignment, but how do we prepare, select, and create a pool 
of leaders that can do more than just run something really, really well?  If you look at the 
enterprise leaders, they’re going to be the ones that are more willing to take those risks. 
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